new colours available

strengths of palliside® weatherboards

Never needs painting
Palliside® weatherboards never need
painting, not now, not even in 25 years.

Made in New Zealand
These weatherboards are made here in New
Zealand, specifically for New Zealand conditions.

Cost effective
These weatherboards are very cost
effective, right from the start.

25 year guarantee
Palliside® is covered by a 25 year
manufacturers’ guarantee.

Independently tested
The Palliside® system has been independently tested to
ensure that our weatherboards will stand the test of time.

SUSTAINABLE
Palliside® is a sustainable weatherboard system
manufactured from 100% recyclable material.
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the smart choice
Selecting the exterior cladding
of your home is a very important
decision. You carefully consider
qualities like weathertightness,
looks, style and setting. But
don’t overlook your lifestyle.
Palliside® Weatherboards offer
a stylish cladding option that
also lets you enjoy your leisure
time as these cost effective
weatherboards never need
painting.
Combining the natural shadowlines and definition of timber
weatherboards with modern, low
maintenance materials, Palliside®
Weatherboards provide a solid,
smart looking cladding that
complements a wide variety of
housing styles and will keep on
looking good for years to come.

choice of shape
The distinctive proprietary shapes exclusive to Palliside® in Rusticated and
Traditional styles are available in a number of colours. Rusticated is also
available in both a smooth and a woodgrain finish. Traditional, which when
installed emulates the style of bevelback weatherboards found on many
New Zealand homes, is available in a smooth finish only.
Colours available: White · Calico · Tea · Riverstone · Sandstone* · Slate*

Traditional Shape

*Initial launch available in Traditional shape only.

Rusticated Smooth Shape

Rusticated Woodgrain Shape
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benefits
Palliside’s colour is not just on the surface… as part of the
manufacturing process it’s right through the thickness of the
weatherboard ensuring maintenance is minimal. An occasional wash
down keeps it looking just like new, leaving you time to enjoy your life!
By eliminating the need for painting and minimising maintenance
Palliside® ensures you save money now and in the future. Palliside®
Weatherboards are double profiled, ensuring that they are quick to
install – effectively cutting the installation time in half and reducing the
cost of installing Palliside®.
Palliside® Weatherboards are manufactured in New Zealand. They’ve
been designed and tested here to ensure they provide excellent
protection from the damaging effects of our harsh climate.
They’re impervious to moisture so they won’t rot or break down while
the anti-capillary groove and interlocking nature of the Palliside® design
helps prevent moisture from getting in behind the weatherboards.
The entire Palliside® Weatherboard system has been independently
tested to ensure that the product complies with the New Zealand
building regulations. The extensive testing at BRANZ gives the
homeowner confidence that they are getting a quality product that will
last.
The Palliside® system comes with a full range of accessories to ensure
an attractive finish. These include moulded corners and finishing plugs
that provide a smooth surface. 80mm round coloured downpipes are
also available to match the colour of the weatherboards.
Palliside® Weatherboards are covered by a 25 Year manufacturers’
guarantee. From exposed coastal regions to the temperature extremes of
the southern heartland and the tropical temperatures of Pacific locations,
Palliside® is being used successfully on a range of housing projects.

applications
The versatility of Palliside® weatherboards ensures that the product can
be used on a wide range of projects from suburban palaces to coastal
batches. The stylish good looks and choice of shape and finish mean that
Palliside® is an attractive weatherboard option for villas and family homes.
Palliside® weatherboards are ideal for rejuvenating the exterior
appearance of an existing home. Palliside® offers an up-market
presentation and eliminates the need for ongoing home maintenance.
Palliside® has been used on a number of large projects including full
sub divisions, sports complexes, hotels, retirement homes, shopping
centres and schools.
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flexible cladding

security

Palliside® is often used in conjunction with other claddings, particularly
brick, and provides all the appeal of traditional weatherboards, without
the maintenance.

With two active BRANZ Appraisals,
Palliside® complies with the
requirements of the New Zealand
Building Code as an alternative
solution.

Palliside® can be curved around walls and balconies as long as the
radius is no less than three metres. The rusticated shape can be
installed vertically if desired.
Palliside® is fixed from the base of the wall up and is nailed much
like conventional weatherboards. The long Palliside® lengths reduce
the need for joins. As a complete system, there is a wide range of
accessories available that further enhance the attractive finish of the
weatherboards.
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More information on Palliside® and
the Building Code can be found in
the Palliside® Technical Guide.

technical information
Palliside® is manufactured from specially formulated uPVC. The
foamed cellular core coupled with the top coat form a lightweight yet
durable cladding.
Palliside’s top coat is not only resistant to denting and chipping but
is UV resistant also - protecting your home from the high UV levels of
New Zealand’s harsh sunlight.
Palliside® weatherboards are available in a standard 5.8 metre length.
The effective cover of the weatherboards is 260mm (nominal) giving a
total cover of 1.5m2 per weatherboard.

environmental
awareness
Dynex Extrusions Ltd is a
New Zealand company with
over 30 years manufacturing
experience, Dynex is committed
to environmentally sound
production and believes in
the importance of sustainable
manufacturing.
The commitment to reducing
the company’s impact on the
environment is demonstrated
by adhering to the ISO 14001
environmental standard.
Palliside® is a sustainable
weatherboard system
manufactured from 100%
recyclable material. For more
information on Palliside’s
sustainability credentials visit
the Palliside® website where you
will find the full environmental
statement:
www.palliside.co.nz
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Never Needs Painting

MADE IN NZ

COST EFFECTIVE

25 Year Guarantee

INDEPENDENTLY TESTED

SUSTAINABLE

frequently asked questions...
Does salt spray affect Palliside®?

Where can I buy Palliside®?

Are matching downpipes available?

Palliside is impervious to salt air
making the weatherboards perfect for
coastal areas and exposed locations.

Palliside is sold via Building Merchants
or through Palliside® Installation Agents.

Yes, 80mm downpipes and a limited
range of accessories are available to
match the Palliside® range, please
contact Dynex Extrusions for more
information.

®

Is Palliside guaranteed?
®

Palliside is guaranteed for 25 years.
®

Do Palliside® colours vary from
batch to batch?
No.
Where is Palliside® made?
Palliside® is manufactured in New
Zealand by Dynex Extrusions Ltd.

®

Can Palliside® be painted?
Yes. Palliside® can be painted in
light colours if required. Refer to the
Palliside® Technical Guide for more
information.
Are matching paint colours
available?
Yes please refer to the Palliside®
Technical Guide or contact Dynex
Extrusions for more information.

Palliside® is made in New Zealand by:
Dynex Extrusions Limited
PO Box 19133 Avondale, Auckland, New Zealand.
0800 439 639 | www.palliside.co.nz

For more FAQs or samples
please visit www.palliside.co.nz

